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EDMUND CONTI
Summit, New Jersey

Find the anagrams that go in the following ten couplets. In view of two tragedies this past winter, the advice in the sixth couplet is especially timely. And should Clinton heed the seventh? The tenth is dedicated to Gelett Burgess. Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

Your're listening to Beethoven when someone is paged.
Are you calm? Or like me? --------.--------.

Of bad times in life, I've had a myriad.
But old age has got to be my --------.--------.

Spike Lee says to do the right thing.
But as for me, I'll do the ----- -----.

He loved the movie and he won't stop raving.
I think more -------- would be ----------.--------.

Seahorses? How stupid! Don't be a fool.
For water ---- all you need is a ----.

Downhill skiing? Remember please
To ----- clear of any ------.

Now that groping's out, forsooth!
Just make sure your ----- is -----.

I'm not a prude or as pure as Heidi.
But I find frontal -------- quite ------.

My poems have been stolen. My speculation?
I'm a victim of ----------. ----------.

Someone took my purple cow.
I have to wonder --- and ---.